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– Defined contribution funds report current balances
– Difficult for members to make compounding 

forecasts from current to retirement balance
– Adequate accumulations vary individually
– Compulsory increases to contributions are hotly 

contested 

Regulators encourage funds to give personalised 
projections 

Can we boost people’s planning by helping them 
figure out how much they need to save?



Regulator’s method projects retirement lump sum 
and 25 year income from age 67.
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• Lump sum projection computed recursively
• Fees and contributions projected from past 12 months’ patterns
• Projects lump sum at public pension eligibility age – 67 years
• 25 year income stream amortises retirement balance at 3% p.a. + 

50% of couple age pension based on retirement assets



Research questions for projection trial: 

– Are members motivated to communicate more with the 
fund when they see current balance + projections?

– Do members increase contributions? 
– Any heterogeneous effects?
– Is the second round of treatment effective?

What is the impact of personalised projections 
over a two-year trial period? 



Cbus trialled projections in 2013 and 2014.

2013 – Small treatment group 2014 – Small control group
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Cbus is profit-for-members fund mainly for the construction sector. 
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Retirement Income Estimates (RIE) explained.
2013: 19,000 Cbus members get retirement income estimate
2014: 337,305 members get retirement income estimate
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Calls to action: engage; save; invest

1
3

4

Calls to action: (i) contact Cbus (3); (ii) increase contributions (4); and
choose different investment options (4).

2
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Trial allows two treatment groups matched to 
2014 control.

2013 – Small treatment group 2014 – Small control group
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We measure the treatment effect for two years on the 2013 group cf control.
We measure the treatment effect for one year on the 2014 group cf control.
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9,650

337,000

9,650

Match 2013 
treatment to 
2014 control

9,650

9,650
Match 2014 
treatment to 
2014 control



Sample characteristics- matched T and C.
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Median Mean Std Dev F-test

Age 37 37.2 9.9

Gender (M) M 0.91 0.28

Tenure (Yrs) 8.2 9.6 6.6

Balance ($) 35,081 44,742 36,253

Observations 28,802

Compared with Australian super fund members 21-55 
years, matched Cbus sample has:
- Higher proportion of males
- Equal median and average age
- Higher median and lower average account balance



More treated members contribute via 
concessional contributions (tax-preferred); + 
contribute higher amounts
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Control ∆ T- C Control ∆ T- C Control ∆ T- C Control ∆ T- C

% % % % $ $ $ $

2014 2014 2015 2015 2014 2014 2015 2015

2013 
(T11)

4.5 +1.1 5.3 +0.7 144 +83 237 +76

2014 
(T01)

- - 5.3 +0.3 - 235 +54

Notes: Bold values significantly > 0 

Concessional contributions:
- More likely at older ages, higher balances, shorter tenure
- Higher at older ages, higher balances, shorter tenure
- Treatment effect stronger at lower balances, longer tenure



Treated members contribute higher non-
concessional amounts (not tax-preferred).
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Control ∆ T- C Control ∆ T- C Control ∆ T- C Control ∆ T- C

% % % % $ $ $ $

2014 2014 2015 2015 2014 2014 2015 2015

2013 
(T11)

7.7 0.4 7.0 0.1 143 48.82 153 57.89

2014 
(T01)

- - 7.0 0.5 - 153 116.12

Notes: Bold values significantly > 0 

Non-concessional contributions:
- More likely to be made at older ages, females, lower balance, longer tenure
- Amounts higher at older ages, higher balances, shorter tenure, males
- Treatment effect stronger at older ages



Member 
Interactions

- Email
- Phone
- Mail



More treated members interact with the fund; 
interact more often.
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Control ∆ T- C Control ∆ T- C Control ∆ T- C Control ∆ T- C

% % % % $ $ $ $

2014 2014 2015 2015 2014 2014 2015 2015

2013 
(T11)

22.9 +13.0 26.8 +1.1 0.93 +0.73 1.15 +0.06

2014 
(T01)

- - 26.8 +1.6 - 1.15 +0.14

Notes: Bold values significantly > 0 

Interactions:
- More likely to be made at older ages, higher balance, shorter tenure
- Number higher at older ages, higher balance, shorter tenure
- Some evidence of increase in advice inquiries
- Some evidence of more directed instead of general inquiries



Funds that show members projections of retirement 
income and lump sums are likely to encourage 
higher average saving into their retirement fund.
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1. Re-framing account information as projections increases 
engagement.
2. Cbus members shown projections increased their contributions, on 
average, and increased their fund interactions.
3. Effects of projections on higher contributions continued for two 
years for the first treatment group.

4. Effects of projections were also significant for the second treatment 
group.



– Mathematical equivalence is not always psychological 
equivalence

– Retirement plan field study: planning information + income 
projection       higher saving next period (Goda et al. 
2014)

– Savers are more sensitive to income streams than to 
equivalent lump sums at low-moderate wealth (Goldstein et 
al. 2016)

Project … Lump sum? Income stream? Both?



Research questions for experiments: 

– Are members motivated to save when they see
1. Current balance only?
2. Current balance + projected lump sum?
3. Current balance + projected income stream?
4. Current balance + projected income stream and 

lump sum?
– Does motivation change over a sequence of decisions?
– Any heterogeneous effects?

We conducted an online experiment to help 
understand the mechanism. 



Fund member; not 
retired; 25-57

25-30 1. Current 
balance (CB)

2. Lump sum 
projection + CB 

3. Income  
projection + CB 

4. Lump sum 
proj’n + income 

proj’n + CB 

31-39

40-48

49-57

Age 
Group

Treatment 
Group

N= 1,615 N= 4x~400 N= 4X~400

Online 
experiment
Design: 
What will 
you 
contribute? 



Average percentage of discretionary income 
saved by treatment is higher than control.
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…but the effects of income and lump sum projections 
separately are not statistically significant

Percentage increase in retirement balance after 10 choices. 
Marginal effect over current balance condition p<0.1 *; p<0.05 **; p<0.01***

Projected lump sum 0.78

Projected 25 yr income 0.59

Projected lump sum and income 0.94*

Higher saving if member has higher education, more knowledge of 
the retirement saving system, lower risk aversion, higher bequest 
intention, lower financial literacy.

Over successive choices, the combination of 
lump sum and income projections leads to 
more saving.



Funds that show members projections of retirement 
income and lump sums are likely to encourage 
higher average saving into their retirement fund.
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1. Re-framing account information as projections increases engagement 
and contributions and this effect continues over two years.
2. We test personalised projections – effects are larger and more 
persistent than earlier studies of general information.
3. Supplementary online experiments confirm the combination of 
lumpsum and income projections is most effective.

4. We do not see the entire balance sheet; we cannot measure the full 
net effect on preparation for retirement.

5. Trials show the value of boosting member engagement.
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